Vega Service

The increasing popularity of school bands there are supervisors and students alike taking pride in owning the very finest instruments and they are turning to Vega for this superior equipment. The preference of the country’s leading performers has created for Vega the slogan “The Artist’s Choice” and it is a guide to the selection of the very finest. For the complete band or for the individual player no greater playing joy and distinction can be obtained than through the use of Vega instruments.

Any player of any instrument can obtain Vega Service, for Vega supplies every type of instrument, String, Brass, Reed and Percussion. Low and medium price instruments of every type are also available. The Thompson & Odell Band Instruments are outstanding for their fine sound and construction qualities at low prices. For equipping a newly organized band there is no better value in workmanship and playing qualities than these instruments.

Whether it be a Piccolo or Sousaphone, Violin or Drum, write to Vega for complete satisfaction and the best value.

Ask Your Dealer
or write direct for free catalog on any instrument with complete purchase information — no obligation

The VEGA Co.
157 Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
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STATE CONTESTS
(2-tone) contest held with one piano

---

KEEPPING POSTED

---

A. ROBERT CLARINET

6 Days’! Trail

For more information, call D. O. D. with the phrase "I want to see the Magic of the "Days’ Trail" in person." If you know a friend, let them know about this fantastic event!
Would you pay $30,000.00 for a Cornet?

After years of search, the master violinist discoursed some rare old Cremona cellos, hailing beneath their amber magic the touch of Amati, Stradivarius, or Guarnerius. A fortune in price, yet he pays it gladly. In all the world there may be only a dozen instruments worthy of his art. They cannot be duplicated.

But the newest musician on a wind instrument may have the inspiration of an instrument fit for the greatest artist, at a price well within his means. For the genius that York dedicates upon its models is reproduced many times over.

Thirty thousand dollars for a cornet! The House of York has expanded this and greater amounts — time after time — upon some detail of design, some problem of metallurgical research, some ingenuous manufacturing process to improve a single model in its comprehensive line.

And such a cornet or trumpet — matchless in tone, eager in response — may be purchased for well under a hundred dollars, the price of a very mediocre violin!

To the trained musician, price is no object in his search for perfection. But for him, in York Instruments, everything he seeks — at a price no greater than he might be asked for another "standard" makes.

SERISO MA POCO LEGGERIENNE

A still new era has been opened by the fact that we are now in a position to fly with the wind — not alone in this country, but in Europe itself. The change of direction is so rapid that the angle of attack of the wind is almost constant. The cornet player does not need to fear that his playing will be affected by the change of direction. He can play with a steady wind at all times.

There are many cornet players who are under the impression that what they can do on the cornet is not only a reflection of what the wind can do on the cornet. But this is a false impression. The wind player can do much more than the wind player.

To the student, price at first seems large. He will be tempted by a multitude of glibly inferior makes whose appeal is based on price, and price alone. Yet the slightly greater initial cost of a York is repaid, a dozen cases over, by the added progress and inspiration it brings to the boy's first year's study.

Would you like to try a York Cornet — without cost or obligation? Would you like to see the York catalogs? Just write to the address below for details.

YORK BAND INSTRUMENT COMPANY

Makers of Good Band Instruments Since 1612

Department 1280-0
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Then Reproduce---What?

By WESLEY H. ZAHL

Both sides in the burning question of "Sound vs. Musicians" are given their innings below. Mr. Zuhl presents his opinion that classical music holds the chasm where a chasm would be an art exhibit. His anonymous opponent holds that the missions of old Dame Sciences, of which he is one, here yet to show the best that's in 'em on regards this matter, and that when they do --- oh, lovely !

I GUESS I'm a die-hard. And I guess when the "Toccatas" are in the air, there'll simply shoot back to me with a grave note of disillusionment political philosophy. They're a man of enormous girth, conceiving the inferiority of deviated music to the real stuff. And then I'm told that I'm a die-hard.

But the die-hards have a chuckle when you consider all the present state of things it might be well for me to put a permanent damper on this thing, which, though it is one of those activities, I insist harping upon.

Well, popular dances (coughs, and other, there be those among you), I promise that this is my final essay on the subject, and you will but be indulgent for the moment. I'll holler you with no further similar localizations. Yet, I lost I offer some fully committed soul to whom the musical mechanics has become an artistic staple of satisfactory and established quality, and concerning which any further discussion from any point of view would savour of rotatory politics, I wish to remind you that it is your privilege (using the words that Chaucer wrote preliminary to his Miller's Tale, which those who read it will agree is one of questionable moral residue) to "Turn over the bed" and spend your reading time with more interesting contributions to the theatre.

I Am Taken to Task

Last October, this magazine published an article, which I had the honor of composing, entitled "Tobacco: Is it a Man's Drug?" My preoccupations as given in that article have never once been completely fulfilled, nor, on the other hand, has the side therein defended, as far as I can see, entirely lost ground. However, the battle is being furiously fought between The American Federation of Musicians and the National Broadcasting Company, disseminating propaganda with pathetic appeals to the artistic soul of the nation, and any number of propagandists who are feverishly engaged in scientific research. To say the least, the situation is interesting.

My immediate reason for this article is that I recently received in answer to my October article and some interesting research in one of our mid-western state universities. I have permission to quote his letter for publication, with my comments, so here it is in full.

Mr. DOUGLAS M. Z.,

Your article in the October issue of "Tobacco: Is it a Man's Drug?" was most admirably written. It should have been named "Tobacco: Is it a Man's Drug?" Rather than "Tobacco: Is it a Man's Drug?" Why not you.

I feel that it is a duty to point out that after your article has been reprinted and translated into 24 different languages, it has been republished and translated into 24 different languages. It has been republished and translated into 24 different languages. It has been republished and translated into 24 different languages.

Mr. DOUGLAS M. Z.,

I should be most interested in any further comments you may care to make on this subject. I have been most interested in your views on this subject.

More About Old Fiddles

The following letter has been received from one of the greatest violin makers of the period. Mr. John S. Wood. Was it worth the time and effort? No, it was worth the time and effort.

Mr. Wood is a native of England and has been in the violin business for many years. He is a member of the London Violin Makers Association and has been associated with many of the great violin makers of the world.

I was most interested in the article on Mr. Spalding's Fiddle and Fiddling Fantasies. The article was extremely interesting and informative. I would like to have a copy of the article for my own collection.

Mr. DOUGLAS M. Z.,

I received your letter and am most touched by your kind words. I assure you that I will certainly be happy to send you a copy of the article. I am glad to hear that you found it interesting and informative.

May be Reprinted for educational purposes. It is copyrighted. However, it may be reprinted for educational purposes with proper credit given to the author.

Mr. DOUGLAS M. Z.,

I appreciate your request to reprinted your article. I will certainly be happy to grant you permission. I hope that your readers will find it as informative and interesting as I did.

I am sending you a copy of the article along with this letter.

Mr. Zuhl, I want to express my gratitude to you for your kind words. I assure you that I will certainly be happy to send you a copy of the article. I am glad to hear that you found it interesting and informative.

I am sending you a copy of the article along with this letter.

Mr. DOUGLAS M. Z.,

I appreciate your request to reprinted your article. I will certainly be happy to grant you permission. I hope that your readers will find it as informative and interesting as I did.

I am sending you a copy of the article along with this letter.

Mr. Zuhl, I want to express my gratitude to you for your kind words. I assure you that I will certainly be happy to send you a copy of the article. I am glad to hear that you found it interesting and informative.

I am sending you a copy of the article along with this letter.
**Ordering Your 1930 Chrysalis**

L. G. del CASTILLO

Mr. del Castillo is nothing if not an optimist, and this month he points out the curious transformation presented by a chrysalis—often a most beautiful and entirely transformed creature.

There will be many readers who will disagree with his statement that the rich brown crucifixion of the arts is the middle or lower classes.

However, that is his own opinion. We don't say it.

---

**Rich Men, Poor Men**

It is probably a sheer waste of typewriter ribbon to demonstrate what is a self-evident fact. Everyone knows that all public performers thrive on publicity, and, obviously, the matter the performer, the better the chances of publicity. When this article was started on the first sheet, there was some thought of breaking material into the facts of the story, but it was decided to wait.

The stuff in the book is not what you later, in the publicity business, is known as "news," but something that is peculiarly exclusive to the performer, and has no interest to anyone else.

The music of a well-known performer is always a subject of public interest. The music of a well-known performer is always a subject of public interest. The music of a well-known performer is always a subject of public interest. The music of a well-known performer is always a subject of public interest.

---

**You Can Take It or Leave It**

Alfred Sprilliss

---

**Melody for April, 1939**

---

**The Critic Speaks to Music Lovers**

---

**Things Not Worth Knowing**

---

---

---

---

---
SUCCESSFUL discourse, music supervisors and others in close touch with the work of school bands agree that the biggest single faceted in the quick progress of both individual musician and band is the right choice of instruments.

The teacher who uses a Conn has all the benefits of a perfect musical instrument which sends no forcing or favoring to produce correct tones. The mechanical action is so responsive and the instrument is so easy to blow that better results with less effort are a natural consequence.

There’s an inspiration, too, in the ownership of a Conn that means much to any boy or girl. All their lives they have known that Conn means “quality leadership” in the band instrument field. Choice of Conn and the world’s greatest artist. The same instrument on which so many great names have risen to musical fame. Only a Conn can bring this complete pride of ownership that spurs youthful ambitions.

Conn is the world’s largest manufacturer of band and orchestra instruments and the only one making every instrument used in the band. For more than 50 years Conn has led the industry, making most of the improvements, originating new instruments, setting up new and higher standards of design and workmanship from year to year. And the Conn of today is the finest yet produced with many important refinements and improvements. Yet they cost no more than other so-called standard makes.

**Free Trial — Easy Payments.**

Any Conn instrument will be sent for free trial to prove its excellence. Easy payment terms offered. Mail coupon for full details and interesting book on whatever instrument interests you most.

**Special Services for Music Supervisors.**

Music supervisors will find Conn’s Band and Orchestra Charts invaluable as teaching aids. Complete set of charts on 18 instruments and test book, “How Music Is Made,” sent prepaid for $1.00, along with our one-cent reminder postcard.

Conn’s new Band organizing plan makes it possible to select the most promising beginners and have a playing band in 60 to 90 days. Factory organizes hand all details. Full information and book, “Band Organizing Made Easy” sent free on request.

**Conn—World’s Largest Manufacturers of Band Instruments.**

---

**EASY TO PLAY**

"Pretty work, Jack. Think of a fellow who has been playing cornet a long time, and you'll be stepping out and winning himself a nice shiny medal in his very first contest."

"Listen, Buddy. I'll admit I'm good but the director says a lot of the exploit belongs to my new Conn. It blows so easy and the voice action is so smooth that I can walk away with music that used to leave me tongue tied."

---

**Facts and Figures About Things and People in the World of Music and Musicians**

**Conn—Band School Business—Our Error—Make a Job for Yourself—The Sax Arrives**

**A Pupil of Sousa**

An interesting fact about what we suppose to be privileged to have come to music, was recently printed in the Piano Pedagogical Review and reprinted in the Musician. It appears the famous English composer, Sir Arthur Sullivan, was the son of a music teacher.

**How to Make a Good Job for Yourself**

Would you like to have a good job? And perhaps you want to get away from your everyday life and be a musician. If you would like to pursue a career in music, it is important to know how to make a good job out of it.

**Making the Deaf Hear**

Interesting experiences with Deafness are being now conducted at the House of Music for the Deaf in Neumarkt, Illinois. The case of deaf children shown shows have been equipped with instruments of various kinds and are being taught to "see" music when they cannot hear it. This will be a milestone in the history of Deaf education.

**The Prince of Happiness**

A new version of the story of the Prince of Happiness is being retold by a new writer and illustrator. The story is about a prince who is sent to Earth to find happiness. He learns that happiness is not just about wealth, but about finding joy in the little things around us.

**Our Error**

In the January issue of Conn Calendar, we asked our readers, ‘How do you keep a good job?’

---

**CHORDS**
The Quaker Critic

By ALFRED SPIESSLER

ON several occasions we have heard highly com-
mended performances by the orchestra, the occa-
sion being the Philadelphia Music Festival, a municip-
ally sponsored series of performances, and we can
say that the performances here, though not of the
same high standard as those in Philadelphia, were
highly satisfactory. The orchestra is well balanced,
Some Day When Dreams Come True

Words and Music
by PHIL STAATS

Andante Moderato

Piano

Copyright MCMLXXX by Walter Jacobs
International Copyright Secured
came and stood beside my couch, Your eyes with love a glow. You tho' I'm far away from you My heart is ever true. I
stooped and kissed me as you did In days of long ago Would that I might never wake But always dream of you.

CANTO

"Some day when dreams come true, Some day in the future years, I'll come to you, dear"

Copyright MCMXV by Walter Jacobs
International Copyright Secured
love, smiles shining through my tears; then
will my empty heart beat with a rapture
new; some day, some day,

some day when dreams come true.
In Melody Land
First Pieces for the Young Violinist
3. On the Lake

ROBERT W. GIBB

Moderato

TRIO

4. Drummer Girl

Marcia

MELODY
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The绘图可看出,一民初探者在该地四处游逛,但未见有特别的风景。根据记录,是日约有十数名来自不同城市的人一同出游。
More About Old Fiddles

Continued from page 1

As you may recall, the fiddle was a bit under the eye, it was the "identifiable fiddle" that always burned.

I think it has a lot to do with the way it was played, of course. The "identifiable fiddle" is also played with a lot of emotion, and this, I believe, is what makes it so popular. The fiddle is not just a piece of wood, it is a part of the performer's identity, a part of their soul.

It is a reminder of the time and the place, and the people who played it. It is a link between the past and the present, a way to connect with others who share a common history.

The fiddle is not just a musical instrument, it is a cultural symbol. It is a part of our heritage, and it should be preserved for future generations.

I can remember when I was a child, my grandfather would play the fiddle for us. It was a way to bond, a way to connect with the past. And it was beautiful, the way the strings vibrated under his fingers, the way the bow moved in time with the music.

Yes, the fiddle is a beautiful thing, and it should be cherished. It is a part of our history, and it should be passed down from one generation to the next.

I hope that my younger colleagues will take an interest in the fiddle, and that they will continue to play it, to preserve this beautiful tradition.

The fiddle is a part of us, and it should be cherished. It is a link to our past, and a way to connect with others who share a common history.

I believe that the fiddle is a part of our heritage, and it should be preserved for future generations.
A. Rosati Piano Accordionists

The Faculty Council

A. Rosati Piano Accordions are the ultimate product of pedagogical research and experience. No effort has been spared to make it the most authoritative instrument.

Consult your dealer—from his experience he has found that the A. Rosati Piano Accordions with their high tradition of old gold craftsmanship represents the greatest value for every dollar you invest.

If your dealer cannot furnish you with Rosati literature, write to:

GRETSCHE AND BRENNER, Inc.
Solo Distributors for U. S. and Can.
42 East 24th Street
New York City

PIANO-ACCORDIONS

W. VIBRATOR HAND-REED

The Vibrator Hand Reed has genuine reed-plate parallel which ensures three greater vibration and a smoother reed tone.

Ask Your Dealer for Them

H. CHIRONO Co., 88th Ave., New York

DRESS UP YOUR ORCHESTRA

Distinctive Style
Gorgeous Colors
Reasonable Prices

Write for Circular B-8 and receive your 100 Free Instruction Booklets.

The C. E. Ward Company
NEW LONDON, CONNECTICUT

Send for our New Bulletin

TRAGEDY OF THE DEEP

"Almost overrated."—Vogue.

A Satisfactory Price, Price, including Piano A. 9.00

Fine for Teaching, Solo Playing or Rehearsing.


For the School

We offer the selected line of COLONIAL DRUMS

Colombian drums, hand drum corps, special event bands, and occasionally period and guaranteed to satisfy.

For your school

Send for our catalogue of Colonial Drums and Special School Outfit

George B. Stone & Son, Inc.
61 Water Street, Boston, Mass.

The Melody for April, 1918

More Buzzing About the Drummer's Roll

BY GEORGE LAVERNE STONE

The HAYNES CLARINET
A true Haynes product—an instrument for artists

The acme of metal clarinet craftsmanship. In size and shape the same as the best本轮 clarinets, but one ounce lighter in weight than any wooden clarinet on the market. Built of sterling silver—two hand-drawn seamless tubes, one within the other, with an air space between. (This provides the thermore factor which, with the Haynes patented vents, makes it possible to warm the entire instrument, from mouthpiece to bell, easily, evenly, and almost instantly.) Faultless in tone and intonation, with mechanism light, strong, and delicately responsive as only Haynes can make it.

Let us tell you more about this distinctive Haynes creation. Send for our price list and address:

WM. S. HAYNES COMPANY
135 Columbus Ave. — Boston, Mass.

University Extension Conservatory
CHICAGO
THE WORLD'S LARGEST CONSORTIUM OF MUSIC

For your Band and Orchestra

SEND IN your program for service and examination, and we will supply you

FOR YOUR BEGINNING BAND AND ORCHESTRA

Now ready for immediate use:

FREE BOOK OF POINTERS FOR BANDMEN & BRASS & REED

1000 copies available.

Address Registrar, Dept. B 52, 701 E. 41st St., Chicago.
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SLINGERLAND MAYBELL GUITARS

SLINGERLAND MAYBELL GUITARS
The Pinnacle of Perfection

Scale Studies By Max Benedict

SLINGERLAND Banjo & Drum Co.
1325 Belden Avenue, Chicago

Have you received our new Catalog?

SLINGERLAND Banjo & Drum Co.

20 Effects

Vocalists of the FLUTE by Ellis McDermott
Get This FREE Book
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PROVE its Right to CHALLENGE -
- for Ease of Playing, Toning, Tone and Performance!

PAUL WHITEMAN MODEL HOLTON TROMBONE, designed by Frank Holton, in collaboration with Paul Whiteman's Trombone section-Director to Paul Whiteman whose orchestra uses Holton.

We present this "different" Trombone as a Challenge to the Trombonists who have yet to get his lip in the Perfect Trombone. A Challenge in the sense that no other trombone ever built, can measure up to the qualifications attained in the building of the Whiteman Model Holton Trombone.

This Trombone is different. It is 25% lighter than the average weight standard for trombones. Lighter through proportioning—what in the material. It is long and heavy as a feather in your hand. It is so balanced that you will never tire playing it with it. You are able to use your trombone instruments on this point alone. Because it is so light your first impression in that you can "Play the bell all day". You'll have no trouble at all in playing long hours. You'll get more tone-quality, rich and resonant, pure from the Whiteman Model Holton, enabling you to bring-out a melody as never before.

Sure high and low tones. Delightfully easy to reach the high and low tones on the Whiteman Model Trombone—one of the greatest trombones ever built for solo work. All are started with the assurance that they will come true and will stand a centuries to triple forte without losing power.

These things prompt us to issue this Challenge. Will you accept our Challenge to play this marvelously different Trombone for our expense for 15 days—without your regular expense to you?

FRANK HOLTSON & COMPANY
566 CHURCH STREET
ELKHORN, WISCONSIN

Jacobs' Album of Master Classics
18 Separate Books (Each 17 x 17"

Proverb Book

Clarke's Trombone Method

Ernest Clarke

The method is the only in the world

MILLER'S MODERN METHOD FOR CLARINET

Edward B. Marks Music Co., Publisher

MADURY, April 1930

Piano Accordions—Small & Large

Piano accordion accompaniments, 15c and up—Also

PRAIRIE CHROMATIC TONE TROMBONE—Wagner

Harmony Band

TO THE MEMBERS

TO THE MEMBERS

PRAIRIE CHROMATIC TONE TROMBONE—Wagner

Harmony Band
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TO THE MEMBERS

WHILE GARDENING was all over the world during the last hundred years, it had never been of the same magnitude. Today, in America, it is a popular activity. Not only is it a way to pass the time, but it also provides a sense of peace and connection to nature.

JACOBS'S SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY BAND BOOK

No. 1

Sixteen Original Compositions

Including Eight Marches

Ideal for Parades, Field or Concert

CONTENTS

1. Down Main Street, March (A.4) - A. J. Wright
2. Just a Memory, Reprise (A.4) - A. J. Wright
3. The Rounders, One-Step (A.4) - A. J. Wright
4. Bills of the Valley, Waltz (A.4) - A. J. Wright
5. Queen City, Square D. (A.4) - A. J. Wright
6. Castille Churches, Gavotte (A.4) - Fred Hostel
7. Here's the Cotillion March (A.4) - Hostel
8. Veracruz, Barn Dance (A.4) - Hostel
9. Girl's Patroon, March (A.4) - Hostel
10. El Dorado, Tango For Two (A.4) - Hostel
11. Home Town Band M. (A.4) - Hostel
12. Flower Queen, Waltz (A.4) - Hostel
13. The Lilt-Musik, Reprise (A.4) - Hostel
14. Whispering Leaves, Reprise (A.4) - Hostel
15. Long Run, Gavotte (A.4) - Hostel
16. Dance of the Teddy Bears (A.4) - Hostel

Price: each book 30c.

By Walter Jacobs, Inc., 120 Boylston St., Boston, Mass.

CLARKE'S LATEST

"Setting-Up Drills" for Cornet and Trumpet

Write for Specifications and samples for Cornet and Trumpet.

ELEPHANT STUDY-60c. made in England. Invaluable in the hands of every cornet and trumpet player.

By HERBERT L. CLARKE

Price, $1.00

By Herbert L. Clarke's MODERN STUDIES

TONE AND TRUMPETS

Price, $1.00

By HERBERT L. CLARKE

L. B. CLARKE, 245 Prospect Ave., Long Beach, Cal.

News Notes

Cleveland, Ohio — In the recent performance of the Cleveland Orchestra, conducted by Thomas Hemsley, the pianist was played by Mildred Dubois of New York. The orchestral was conducted by Clarice Jordan, with Samuel Slobodkin, Louis Martin, and Maurice Pomerance, as soloists.

Faroce: — On March 15, the Bemidji High School Band, under the direction of A. J. Wright, made a successful tour of several counties, giving concerts in various towns. The band was led by A. J. Wright, who directed the concert in a masterly manner, and the musicians played with great skill and energy.

Lancaster, Pa. — On the program of a recent concert at the State Hospital, Lancaster, conducted by Mr. Charles Tomlinson, the pianist was played by Mildred Dubois. The pianist was accompanied by Mr. Charles Tomlinson, and the concert was given in the main hall of the hospital. The pianist played with great skill and energy, and the audience was highly delighted with the performance.

Music Notes

Players

Players

By HERBERT L. CLARKE

RUDOLPH TOLL, Jr.

Price, $1.00

By H. W. WYMAN & SON, Inc.

H. W. WYMAN & SON, Inc.


At your hardware store.

By the

Harper Method

for Piano

PLAY PIANO ACCORDION

by the

LEARN BANJO RIGHT! New Edition

A New Method for Playing the

BANJO

BANJO, BANJO !

THE MODERN COURSE

LEARN BANJO RIGHT! New Edition

A New Method for Playing the

BANJO

THE MODERN COURSE

BANJO, BANJO !

THE MODERN COURSE

By Charles Edgar Harper

No. 400, State Theatre Building, Boston, Mass.

3118-3119 Federal St., at 3121-3123 Federal St.

Address all correspondence at 3121, Salem

DO YOU KNOW

SHUSS MFG. CO.

DO YOU KNOW

SHUSS MFG. CO.
Our YOUNGER SET

REMEMBER!
When answering letters of Younger Set members, send copies of the Younger Set paper in case of missing one, 1562 Boulevard St. Denis, Montreal. If you are a city or town being included, and of course in most cases your letter cannot be answered without a complete address.

Each month, gold and silver anniversary pins are sent to Younger Set correspondence about a year before they are mailed to Robert Simon (Monica) and Arnold Simon (Evelyn). The address is of the School of Medicine, but already received a pin for a previous letter. A. B. M.

A Select Group
Dear Younger Set:
Our Chapel Choir is being supplied with players from the regular school orchestra. There are fourteen members in the Chapel unit. Six violins, one viola, one cello, one flute, two clarinets, one clarinet, one trumpet, one French horn, and three trombones.

This orchestra is prepared to play for the Chapel exercises that are held every Friday in our school. The orchestra also plays annually for the City Festival, Hospital Dedication Day, Bantam Club-vigil of the City Orphans, and various other city and school affairs.

Mr. Herbert W. W. Dorwart is our musical advisor, and it is through his earnest and sincere cooperation with these taking part in musical activities of the school that this department has been of such much interest and value to the students.

Priscilla Connors, Student Leader of Chapel Orchestra.

Another Compliment for Orchestra
Dear Younger Set:
Being one of the lady BSS, I had the extreme good fortune of attending the National Orchestra Conference last spring. I wanted a half scholarship to the meeting of the Ohio State Orchestra. In its estimation, a scholarship to the National Orchestra is the goal for the young musician to strive for. The knowledge and experience gained during the eight weeks that, which pass entirely too fast, are more than could be gotten in a year from other sources.

In this after, that there is the privilege of association with such a group of boys and girls who are all sincerely interested in music and a large per cent of whom expect to carry on music as their life work. It was the spirit of sincerity in the advancement of music that helped to make the National Orchestra Camp a success.

Stanley Marth, Cleveland, Ohio.

The New DEAGAN RADIO XYLOPHONE

The newest, most up-to-date Xylophone. A Try and trim combination of five big features:
1. Aluminum wheel rack and resonators.
2. Wheel brakes to prevent "crashing.
3. Splitting device—divides in half.
4. Packs in two hand carrying cases.
5. Special base mount—beautiful finish.

This is one of the new creations described in our June Catalogue. For further details send your name and address to:
J. C. Deagan Inc.
1772 Berteau Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

J.C. Deagan Inc.
1772 Berteau Avenue
Chicago, Illinois

This is the Band Book They are Talking About

See page 41 for Contents, Instrumentation and Prices

Mister Leader: Meeble the boys can’t ring the old songs, but dagnam it they can play "EMI"

Jacobs’ Evergreen Collection

Fifty Famous Old Songs

Pledgeable in any combination of orchestral and band instruments

For contents, instrumentation & price see inside back cover
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PIANO ACCORDION SCHOOL
176 W. 88 St., New York, N.Y.

Educational Musical Instrument
A Review Column Conducted by FRANCIS FINDLAY
Head of the Public School Music Department The New Educational Musical Instrument
Publishers of Music

A very good name's worth in a popular collection. Attractive title, good music. Asphalt is a leisurely, somewhat dreary and dreary, composed of various characters, including a few names of pieces that have been famous in one or another of the stories. All in all, a better title in both quality and quantity than one usually finds.
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**Band and Orchestra Notes**

Florida — Commissioned by Maye Babys, of Pensacola, to form a civic orchestra, John S. Harp organizes the Municipal Philharmonic Orchestra, composed of professional and amateur musicians, the inaugural concert of which took place at March 19th. The concert was followed by one each month. Cliff Austin, president of the Miami Philharmonic, was in attendance.

**ROYAL Uniforms ARE MADE TO SATISFY YOU**

ROYAL UNIFORM CO.

189 W. Read, Chicago, III.

Henderson Uniforms

If you demand excellence, style and attractiveness, you will find Henderson Uniforms of a higher standard of quality, cost, materials, and workmanship, as well as quality of design, the popular style of uniform in the world today.

Orders for your school and church groups are invited.

Henderson Uniforms

410 East 31st Street, Chicago, Ill.

**Massachusetts Bay Tercentenary March**

Order it for your band or orchestra — be prepared for your part in the nation-wide observance of the Tercentenary celebration. (See page 33 for prices.)

**LET US UNIFORM YOUR Band Also**

We'll build your FINEST carillon, and the finest carillon in the world is certainly one you can build with our help! Let us show you how.

DeMoulin Bros. & Co.

180 North Fourth Street, Carterville, Ill.

**Uniforms**

For Bands

Up To Date Styles

Send for free catalogue and samples.

MCCOY & CO.

101 S. Wells St., Chicago

**Band Uniforms**

Lose the baggy pants, lose the sporting coat, lose the old uniform, lose the idea of a band uniform. A new uniform for a band is a change for the better. It is an idea that is just now being introduced in many of the best schools. It is an idea that is just now being introduced in many of the best schools.

**Uniforms for Bands**

For Up To Date Styles

Send for free catalogue and samples.

MCCOY & CO.

101 S. Wells St., Chicago

**Uniforms**

For BANDS

Up To Date Styles

Send for free catalogue and samples.

Western Uniform Co.

101 S. Wells St., Chicago
New England School Music Festivals

New England School Music Festivals is a community organization that coordinates events and activities related to music education in New England. This page features an advertisement for the New England School Music Festival Orchestra, which includes information about upcoming concerts and events. The orchestra is composed of students from various schools, and the page encourages students to participate in these musical events to develop their skills and knowledge in music.
What Are the Problems of Class Instruction in Instrumental Music?

Here is a method that solves these problems:

1. Takes into consideration the fact that some beginners progress more rapidly than others, and provides for continued and consistent progress of the more apt pupils without interfering with thorough development of the slower pupils;
2. Provides for class instruction of complete band, of sections alone, or of any combination of instruments;
3. Provides for teaching, in the same class, absolute beginners and pupils who have had previous training;
4. Provides, from the beginning, music and exercise material with a background of the classic and traditional;
5. Provides means for holding the pupils’ interest and encouraging earnest effort, thus assuring rapid progress, at the same time meeting every requirement to thorough and sound musical and technical growth.

A METHOD that squarely meets and solves these problems—and many others, embodying features never before included in a method for instrumental beginners, has been prepared by Messrs. McConathy, Morgan and Clarke as the newest unit in the DITSON SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY BAND SERIES.

Ready about February 1. Ask your dealer to get a copy of the TEACHER’S MANUAL and a sample STUDENTS’ BOOK for your inspection, or write direct to

OLIVER DITSON COMPANY, BOSTON

Ask for

THE JUNIOR BAND BOOKS of the Ditson School and Community Band Series